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1 - The Beginning
It was a bright, sunny day in Station Square. Everybody was doing there business where it was needed.
Parents were watching their children, and children were having fun with their parents. It was like
everybody knew who their family & friends were, except one kid. This is a story about a lonesome rabbit
named White, & his chao, Cheddar. How they discovered who their real friends were!
White was walking down the sidewalk, with Cheddar by his side. They were never far apart, never. They
would do everything together, eat, sleep, play, anything friendly. The bad thing was, they were the only
friends that they had, themselfs. They didn't know about their family's at all, and they lived on the streets.
This is where they found some new friends.
A car passed them, rode into a muddy puddle, and splashed mud all over them! "Hey! Watch where your
driving!" White yelled at the car. The driver didn't pay any attention to him, he just drove away.
"Chao chao," Cheddar mumbled. He was very sad.
"What's the matter, Cheddar?" White asked. "Don't be scared, buddy. You're with me. I won't let
anything hurt you, okay?"
"Mmm..." Cheddar replied. White hugged Cheddar, and Cheddar was happy. Cheddar looked behind
White, and he saw something surprising!
"CHAO CHAO!!!" Cheddar screamed!
"Oh my gosh, what's wrong?" White looked behind him to see a rabbit girl being chased by a robot!
"Please go away, robot. I don't want to hurt you!" the rabbit girl prayed. It was a big, red robot, had
weapons, and a little picture of a face with a mustache.
"That girl is in trouble," White said. "Come on, we need to help her!" Cheddar nodded. They ran towards
her & the robot. The rabbit girl had been chased to a dead end!
"Oh please, please robot. Please go away. I don't want to hurt anybody!" the rabbit girl begged. The big,
red robot lifted up his arm like he was ready to attack!
"HEY, you big bucket of bolts! Leave her alone!" White shouted. The robot turned around, only to expect
a big smack on the face from Cheddar! WHAM!!! The robot was dazzled, and while he wasn't paying
attention, White kicked the robot's backside! The red robot fell over."Follow me!" White said to the rabbit
girl. He grabbed her arm, and ran away from the robot, which exploded as soon as they got away!

2 - Meeting Cream
As soon as they stopped from their run, White collapsed! "Sir? Are you okay?" the rabbit girl asked. "Sir?
SIR...." She started shaking White, and so did Cheddar. He slowly opened his eyes, and was gasping for
breath.
"Are you okay?" White asked the rabbit girl.
"What do you mean? I should be asking you that, " the rabbit girl said.
"Huh?"
"You just passed out! Why?"
"Oh, umm.... the truth is, that I've never done something that heroic before. I was just amazed about
what I did, sorry, I don't want to scare you."
"That's okay, by the way, my name is Cream the Rabbit! What's yours?"
"Uhh.... my name's White the Rabbit." He grabs Cheddar. "This is my chao, Cheddar!"
"Chao chao!" Cheddar squealed.
"Wow! I have a chao too! Her name is Cheese!" Cream grabs Cheese. "See?!" Cheese & Cheddar wave
at each other. "They'll be good friends," Cream said.
"Hey Cream, why was that robot chasing you?"
"I don't know, maybe it was because of this Chaos Emerald?!" She took a red Chaos Emerald out of her
pocket. White was confused.
"A... Chaos Emerald?" Cream was shocked at White.
"You don't know what a Chaos Emerald is? They are the most powerful jewels in the universe!"
"I'm sorry, I've never learned that..."
"It's okay, but why didn't you ever learn about them? They've existed for thousands years!" White looked
down at his hand, that was digging circles in the ground. He was a bit upset now.
"Well, you see, I never knew my family. I've been alone for years, living in the alleys and parking lots of
the world. My only friend ever was Cheddar, I met him in a garbage can. He was a poor chao, so I took
care of him. We've traveled together as long as I can remember, which is pretty far back, since I was 3
maybe..."
"Wow, I'm sorry... hey! Would you like to live with me and the Thorndykes? They take care of me and my
other friends. Oh please come, I bet they wouldn't want you to live all by yourself?!" White felt something
tugging on his sleeve. It was Cheddar! He wanted him to say yes. White started to have tears come to
his eyes.
"Would they really let us, live with you?" Cream nodded. White gave Cheddar a big hug, squeezed him
tightly! "Come on Cheddar, lets go!"

3 - Cream is Kidnaped!
White was following Cream. She was trying to find her way back home, and then they got to a big, brown
building. White noticed the sign said Station Square Elementary School. Cream was just looking around,
not even paying attention to anything else.
"Cream, this can't be it," White whispered. "I've passed this place many times before!"
"I know.... it's just that...." Cream replied.
"What?"
"I'm not sure which way to go! That robot threw me off course... sorry!" White slapped his forehead.
"Now what are we gonna do?" White looked to the right, and Cream looked to the left. They started
asking people for directions. When nobody was watching, a black, dressed person hid behind a building.
He/she saw Cream, and when nobody, or Cream, was looking, he/she snatched Cream!
"He...." Cream tried to scream, but failed. The person covered Cream's mouth, and started to quickly fly
away. White still didn't notice Cream was being kidnaped. Cream bit the kidnapper's hand, and
screamed, "WHITE!!!" He suddenly looked, and didn't see her.
"Cream? Where did you go? Cream! CREAM!!!" White shouted.
"Excuse me, young lad," an old man said.
"Huh?"
"Your Cream person," he pointed upwards,"is up there!" White stared in the air, and saw Cream being
carried away!
"WHITE!!!" Cream screamed.
"CREAM!!!" White screamed. In a few seconds, she was out of sight. White saw Cheese crying, so he
went to comfort her. "Cheese, we'll find her, don't worry." Cheese looked up at White, his smile made
Cheese's heart grow 3 sizes big that day! ^_^ "Follow me & Cheddar!"
A boy came up to White and shouted, "HEY YOU!" He turned around to see the boy right there behind
him. "Do you know Cream?"
"Why, yes I do. She's my friend, and I don't have time for games, I've got to save her!" White replied.
"I know Cream, and I think I can help you!" White stares and smiles at the boy. "Anyway, my name's
Chris. And you are?"
"White, White the Rabbit!" White answered.

4 - The Enemy is...
Chris & White come to a nice looking mansion. White had never seen a house like it before!
"Wow! This is really amazing!" White said surprised.
"Hmm... I guess you can say that," Chris replied. "My parents earn a lot of money, but I live here with my
uncle Chuck!" They both ran inside, and saw everybody standing, waiting.
"You were late, is something wrong?" Chuck asked.
"Yes! Cream has been kidnaped!" Chris announced.
"That's absurd! Who was it?"
"I'm not sure, the kidnapper was disguised."
"Well then, why would they want Cream!?"
"Because she has a Chaos Emerald," White told everybody. Everyone had their eyes on White. They
had never seen him before, though he knows something about Cream they don't!
"I have never seen you before. What's your name?" Chuck asked.
"My name is White, and we need to find Cream. Something may happen if we don't..."
"But White," Chris retold. "We don't know anything on who the kidnapper is, no proof!"
"Earlier before this, a robot was chasing Cream for her emerald. The robot had a symbol, that looked like
a face with a mustache."
"Why, it's Eggman, of course!" Ella replied. "He would probably do anything to get something as rare as
a Chaos Emerald!"
"We've got to act fast!" Chuck answered! "But Sonic, Knuckles, nor Amy is here to help! Their all....
WHO KNOWS WHERE?!?"
"Maybe I could come up with a plan?" Tails asked.
"I could help too!" Kristin said.
"It's worth a try!" White said. "Cheese sure wants Cream back..." Cheese was looking down at the
ground, shivering, scared.... "Lets get to work!"
*** 30 MIN. 17 SEC. LATER***
"I think I have a plan, and Kristin, you're the distraction," Tails said.
"Whatever, I just want to help out," Kristin answered.
"Uhh.... the problem is, is that.... this is not the kind of plan I would normally have.
"WHAT!!?? Tell me!" Tails got closer to her ear.
"Whisper whisper whisper...."
"WHAT THE.... ooohhhh....... sigh, fine I'll do it. But I'm not gonna like it..."

5 - The Plan in Action
"Kristin, are you ready?" Tails asked.
"Ready as I'll ever be... *sarcasm*," Kristin replied.
"Bukkon should be right... there!" He was sleeping on top of a tree branch. Kristin walked near him.
"Oh, and White, as soon as you hear the location, GO!" Tails told him.
"Hear ya loud and clear," White replied.
"Oh... hi Bukkon!" Kristin tried to say in a pretty voice.
"Uhh.. What do you want?" Bukkon asked.
"Why, I just want to be near you!"
"Watcha' mean?" He started to fly towards her.
"Don't you know, Bukkon? I simply adore you more than ever!"
"Do you mean as in... love?" Kristin nodded her head. "Wow, nobody has ever loved me before..." Kristin
just grabbed Bukkon, and brought him closer to her.
"Oh Bukkon, I guess you just don't understand love that much..."
"Well I said tha.... hey wait, how do I know your not lying when you said you loved me?" Kristin didn't
think about this, neither did Tails! She just did what she had to do.... SHE KISSED BUKKON!!!
"And you thought of this plan?!" White whispered to Tails. As soon as the kiss was over, Bukkon looked
surprised.
"Whoa, I love you too!" He hugs her!"
"Hmm... Bukkon, can I ask you something?"
"What is it?"
"Where is Eggman's secret base? So we can tell him I like you!"
"O___O Oh! He's down there!" Bukkon points at the ground. He pushes a button on a switch that is in
his hand. The ground separates and a tunnel to a door appears. White noticed, and quickly ran into the
tunnel, without Bukkon knowing! White came to a door, but it mysteriously opened, and a robot came
out! White knocked it out, by punching it in the face!
There were a bunch of hallways, and he didn't know where to go?! He just went through the first door on
the left. He saw the kidnapper, Eggman, and Cream!

6 - What the...
Cream stood still in a cage. She was frightened, cold, and alone. Although, she didn't know
that White was hiding. The kidnapper & Eggman were chatting, but neither could hear the
conversation. Lets sneak in the conversation....
"Getting that rabbit was a piece of cake!" the kidnapper said. The kidnapper took off his/her
mask to reveal to be... Rouge the Bat! "So now Eggman, I've done what you asked, where's my
prize?" She held out her hand.
"What prize?" Eggman laughed. Rouge's eyes widened.
"What do you mean? I don't just do things for people, there's a price to this stuff you know!"
"I already have everything I need."
"Wha....." Eggman put his hand over a scanner, and then a red button appeared. He pressed it,
and 3 big cages, and 1 small cage came up from underneath the floor. The 3 big cages held Sonic,
Knuckles, & Amy. The small one had 5 Chaos Emeralds. Eggman put the 6th one with the
others.
"Eggman.... I'm not leaving until I get my gift. Or I'll just take those Chaos Emeralds!"
"I don't need you anymore!" Eggman presses another button on the wall, and a big robot arm
comes out from nowhere. It grabs Rouge and tosses her out of the base!
"Ooh, Eggman, you are so getting it!!!" Rouge screamed. The robot arm threw her on the
cold, wet, outside ground. She looked around the forest, wondering what to do. That's when she
spotted Tails. "Hey, Fox boy!" Tails looked, and was very surprised.
Back in Eggman's base, White watched Eggman's every move. He tried to memorize
everything he did. But it didn't matter, because when Eggman left, he forgot to lock everything
up. White quickly ran into the room, and Cream noticed him!
"White! Hurry, get us out!" Cream screeched. White saw on the wall some buttons. He
didn't know what to press!?
"Hey kid!"Sonic yelled. White looked back. "The buttons unlock the cages depending on
color!" White saw every cage had a different color on it; Sonic's = blue, Knuckles' = red, Amy's
= pink, Cream's = orange. There were loads of buttons.... but how did Sonic know this?
"I don't know about this..." White worried.
"White, believe Sonic!" Cream shouted. "Sonic doesn't lie, well... not when I'm ever
around!" White pressed the blue, Sonic was out. Pressed the red, Knuckles was out. Pressed the
pink, Amy was out. Pressed the orange..... but nothing happened! White kept pressing it, then he
looked at Cream's cage, and the system was running slow. -___- The cage slowly opened. All of
the sudden, Sonic attacked White!
"White!!!" Cream shrieked. She noticed her cage was opening slowly, and White was
being choked! Sonic held him down, and Knuckles started punching White! Amy swung her
hammer up, like she was ready to attack! "This isn't like them..." Cream thought.

7 - Crash In
When the cage finally opened, Cream ran towards them!
"STOP!!!" Cream screamed. None of them payed attention. So Cream did what she, sadly, didn't want
to. She attacked all of ‘em! Stomped on Sonic, Kicked Knuckles, and punched Amy! She kept attacking,
and White helped as well. They both started stomping, kicking, punching, etc. Eventually, all of them got
hold of Cream & White! Cheese & Cheddar were still hiding in back, and they saw what was happening
to their friends!
"CHAO CHAO!!!!" Cheese & Cheddar screamed. They charged and started slapping Sonic, Knuckles,
and Amy! When Cream & White were loose from their clutches, they started attacking with them! IT
WAS A BIG FIGHT HERE, LADIES & GENTLEMEN!! Then, Rouge crashed through a window, Tails
following.
"All right, time to put.... what the...." Rouge started to say, but didn't finish.
"WHOA!" Tails said. Both observed the fight, as Cream & White were winning. Soon enough, Sonic,
Knuckles, and Amy all passed out. Then they exploded!
"Mr. Sonic!!!" Cream shrieked. She looked at the bodies.
"Cream, these were not your friends!" White told her. She looked closely, they were Eggman's robots!
"What! Just copies of them, as robots!"
"Eggman must have made them to confuse you, Cream," Tails said.
"AHHH...... look! The Chaos Emeralds!" Rouge pointed towards the little cage, which held 6 of the
precious jewels! Rouge ran over and grabbed them. "Come on, lets get out here!"
"No! We need to find Sonic & his friends first," Cream replied.
"They must be somewhere in this base of his!" White said. "Lets go back, and see what we can find!"
They all followed White to where all the hallways were.
"AHH!!!!!" a random scream was heard.
"That must've been Amy!" Cream explained. "Lets go! That scream came from that door!" She pointed to
the one in front of them, which was on the right from where White came in from the base! They were all
gonna run into the room, but then their plan was ruined!
"Get away from me, you freak-a-zoid!!!" It was Kristin, she was running away from Bukkon. "I said get
away!"
"Uh oh...." White said. "I think we're busted..."

8 - Another Trap?!?
"I thought I told you to GET AWAY FROM ME!!" Kristin ordered.
"Hey, you said you loved me," Bukkon said.
"I LIED, you stupid little twerp!" Then she noticed everyone staring. "Oops...."
"INTRUDERS!!!!" Bukkon screamed. Kristin grabbed Bukkon and covered his mouth, so it
muffled his screams.
"Oh... SHH!!!! Don't ruin the plan!" White ordered. "Get rid of Bukkon!" Kristin smirked
evilly, and looked at Bukkon. Bukkon got scared...
"I guess this won't take long," Kristin chuckled.
"Gulp..." Bukkon gulped. Kristin grabbed Bukkon and ran out the exit. "AHH!!!!! YEOW!!!!
OUCH!!!!!" They all heard Bukkon screaming!
"She must be really beating the crap out of him..." Rouge suggested.
"Yep," Cream agreed. They all entered the room, and saw Amy. She was in ANOTHER cage!
Sonic & Knuckles were nowhere to be found, though. "We'll get you out of that cage, Amy!"
Cream shouted.
"Cream, NO!" Amy said. Cream had already ran into the room, and an alarm was
triggered. Giant robot arms were up in the air, and they grabbed White, Rouge, Tails, and Cream!
"What is this!?" Tails shouted confused. All of them were squirming around, then
Eggman just appeared out of a transferring machine.
"Well well well, intruders I believe!" Eggman said. He sights the Chaos Emeralds. "And
what's this?" Another one of his giant, hand robots grabs the Chaos Emeralds from Rouge arms.
"YOU BIG, FAT, EVIL SCIENTIST, YOU!!!" Rouge screamed with anger. "GIVE
THEM BACK, NOW!"
"You think I would just, GIVE them to you? MwahahahamuahahaMUAHAHAHA!!!!
You're all trapped, and there is nothing you can do about it!" He walks away, and takes the
Chaos Emeralds with him.
"Oh man, if he finds the last one, we're all doomed,"Rouge explained.
"Those Chaos Emeralds must be very powerful objects," White said.
"Objects? Little man, these are NO objects!" Rouge replied. "They are powerful jewels,
that could help Eggman take over the world!"
"But I guess there is nothing we can do now..." Cream said.
"Or is there?" Tails wondered. He looked around and realized Amy, still in her cage.
"PERFECT! I know! Amy!!" Amy looked up.
"Yeah Tails?" She asked.
"YOUR HAMMER! Break open the cage with your hammer, AND HELP US!!!" Amy
slaps her forehead.
"Why didn't I think of that before?" She grabs her hammer, and takes a BIG swing.
Which broke open the cage, next, she charged for the robot arms. Whacking them all down, she
destroys them. They all fall to the ground.
"Wow....." White said surprised. I guess everybody is different...."
"Quick Amy! Where is Mr. Sonic, & Mr. Knuckles?" Cream asked.
"They're in the room Eggman entered!" Amy explained. She pointed to the door, and
everybody was already there. "HEY, WAIT FOR ME!" She also runs to the door, hoping they

will find the way to get Sonic & Knuckles.

9 - Got the emeralds AND SONIC!!!
"Lets go in," Tails said. He walked toward, and then a little bolt shocked him!
"Tails, are you alright?" Cream asked.
"Well, I just got shocked by a 180 volts......."
"O____________O Wow...... how can you tell?"
"It's a gift...."
"Alright, enough!" White shouted. "We need to bust this door down..... but how?"
"I'll take care of it!" Amy said. She held up her hammer.
"AMY NOOOOO!!!" Rouge shouted. The minute Amy's hammer touched the door, she was
shocked as well. "I told you to stop! USE YOUR HEAD!"
"Well, I was trying to help," Amy said injured. "Besides, you gotta better idea?" Rouge
shrugged.
"I'm a spy, I know these kind of things. This door OBVIOUSLY has a button or somethin'.
So......." Rouge looked at the door and found a not very visible button. She pressed it, and the
door just opened! "HA!"
"Stupid bat girl...." All of the sudden, Rouge attacked Amy! O.o
"CUT IT OUT!!!!!" White screamed! "LETS JUST GET A MOVE ON!" They all ran in the
room, which LOOKED empty, but there was a trick. "We had better watch what we are doing,
this room could have an alarm too."
"Look up there!" Tails pointed towards the ceiling. The Chaos Emeralds were deep inside a
tiny room, ON THE CEILING.
"None of us can fit in that little room...." Amy said.
"I know who can!" White thought. "CHEDDAR!!!" Cheddar & Cheese come flying in from a
different room. "Cheddar, do you think you can get in that room, and grab those jewels?"
"Chao chao!" Cheddar said, which meant yes. Cheddar flew up, and opened the glass door. He
grabbed the Chaos Emeralds. Only one problem..... HE DROPPED THEM! They were falling
towards the floor! "CHAO CHAO, CHAO CHAO!!!!" Then, Cream jumped out, flew with her
ears, and grabbed the emeralds before they hit the ground!
"Nice save," White cheered.
"/_____/" Cream said. She got up holding the emeralds. "Let's get going through the next
door!" White, Cream, Rouge, Tails (which Amy grabbed his feet, cause she can't fly), and the
chaos. "AHH!!!! Mr. Sonic!!!!" Cream pointed. He was being held down in one of Eggman's
machines, so was Knuckles. They looked unconscious.
"I'll help my hero," Amy said. She let go of Tails feet and ran towards them. "I'm
coming!" Before Amy could reach them, she was grabbed by someone. "Huh? I KNOW IT'S
YOU EGGMAN! LET GO OF ME!" She looked at who it was, and saw it was White!
"Are you crazy? It could be another trick!" White explained.
"This doesn't look like a trick to me."
"Well you can never be too careful." They all went to Sonic & Knuckles. Tails
deactivated the machines, and Amy & Rouge grabbed Sonic & Knuckles. "Com'n, let's get
outta' here!" White said. They all ran to the exit..... and then.... it locked shut!!!!
"GASP! We're trapped," Rouge said.

10 - Fighting alone
"How do we get out?" Amy asked.
"MWAHAHAHA!!! There is no way!" A mysterious voice shouted. It was Eggman! He was standing on a
tall pillar. "You will NEVER escape out alive! Come out, my robots!" Eggman's robots came out from all
the windows, which broke when they crashed through. Some jumped off the pillar, which were smaller.
All of the robots crowded around White & his friends.
"There's too many!" Tails shouted.
"We need to escape!" Cream asked. "But how? AND QUICK!" White was looking around, and saw a
hole in the ceiling!
"There's an exit!" White exclaimed. He pointed at the hole, but Cream was upset.
"Not all of us will make it through that hole in time, White. It's too small, and there are too many robots!"
White had to think hard and quickly. Then he made the only decision he could.
"You guys go."
"Wha... WHAT!" Cream jumped.
"JUST GO!!! Cheddar & I will hold ‘em off, while you guys escape!"
"Chao chao!" Cheddar screeched. Which was another yes. Cream just stood there, scared.
"Well, you heard White, let's go!" Rouge said. She flew up quickly with Knuckles in her arms. She didn't
bother to come back for anybody.
"Grab on Amy!" Tails said, as he took Sonic from her.
"Good luck White!" Amy cheered. Cream STILL stood there. She was afraid of what would happen.
"Go Cream! GO!!!" White screamed. He had to practically throw her up to get her to move. "I can do it!
JUST....." He was already being attacked by robots. White got up, started punching them. Cheddar tried
slapping their faces. They both attacked harshly, as Cream sat on the rooftop.
As Cheddar was attacking a robot, he was caught secretly behind him! "CHAO CHAO! CHAO CHAO!"
"Huh?" White said as he turned his head. "Cheddar!" He dashed right to him. "Let go, you stupid robots!"
He just kicked a robot in the head, and the head popped off! He grabbed Cheddar. "It'll be okay buddy.
Let's show ‘em what we can do!"
"Chao chao," Cheddar replied. White grabbed Cheddar, spun around a couple times, and threw him at a
couple robots! Since Cheddar was rolled up in a ball, he passed through a bunch of robots. They kept
destroying so many robots, they were piling up too high!
"There's not enough room anymore to figh...." White tried to say, but got tackled!
"GASP!" Cream gasped as she was still watching on the roof. White was being overpowered by the
robots. Nobody was there to help him, so would Cream? Is this the end of White...... OF COURSE IT'S
NOT! DUH, I made this story about HIM! WHY SHOULD HE DIE?!?! Just wait, and find out what
happens in the next chapter....

11 - 5:00 min. BOMB!!!
"I'll help you, White!" Cream shouted from the roof. She threw Cheese down at the robots that were
attacking White. I'm afraid that wasn't enough, so she had to come down personally. Cream kicked the
robots heads off, or ruined their bodies by making dents. Eggman was getting ticked.
"Hmm.... help from your little girlfriend, I see?" Eggman said. "I guess it's time to flee this old base." He
got in his flying robot mechanism, and set a timer for the base to blow up... IN 5 MINUTES!! "See ya,
suckers!" He just flew away. Let's look back at the others, shall we?
"Hey look, Eggman is evacuating his base!" Tail exclaimed.
"That could only mean something bad is going to happen!" Amy thought.
"But White & Cream are still there! And whatever is going to happen, MUST BE DEATHLY!"
"We've got to wake up Sonic & Knuckles now," Rouge replied.
"But they're still unconscious!" Amy said.
"No problem!" Rouge slapped her hand across their faces!
"YEOUCH!!!!" Knuckles cried. He rubbed the area where he had been slapped.
"Uhh.... same here Knuckles.... ow ;___;" Sonic replied. Those slaps were gonna leave bruises! "Huh?
What's the matter here!"
"No time Sonic! Cream and her friend, White, are trapped in Eggman's base, and something bad is
bound to happen!" Amy explained.
"WHAT!? I can't remember anything... sadly. Com'n Knuckles, lets go help ‘em!" He grabbed Knuckles
fist, AND RAN REALLY FAST towards the base!
"White?! WHITE, WAKE UP!!" Cream shouted in his ear. "Com'n, you just GOTTA move!" White was
knocked out cold, by those robots. The pressure was too hard on him, and Cheddar.
"Chao?" Cheese wondered.
"Cheese, White, Cheddar...... no matter what, I will not leave you! I will stay!" Cream pulled everybody
close together. Some robots were still left, and they were coming in close. All of the sudden, a big
BOOM exploded the wall open! Knuckles just punched open the wall!
"What the? Cream!" Sonic said.
"Over here Mr. Sonic!" She waved her arm.
"Knuckles & I will stop these robots...."
"No time Sonic, LOOK!" Knuckles explained. He pointed to a bomb which said 1:00!
"GASP! This place is gonna explode! That's what they meant by bad! LETS GO!!" Sonic grabbed on to
Cream, which she grabbed on to White and Cheddar. Knuckles got the unconscious White. They all ran
as fast as they could! The robots tried to follow, but it was to late for them! They ALL tried to fit in the
hole at once, which was stupid, so when the timer reached 0:00....... KABOOM!!!!!!! The base
EXPLODED, and pieces flew everywhere!
Everyone had made it out safe..... but was White okay?

12 - A family, finally?!
Later.......................................................................................................................................
"Whu..... what happened?" White asked. He had awakened on a couch, with bandages wrapped around
his head. He saw everybody watching him, even the boy named "Chris" he saw earlier. "I don't get it? Is
something wrong?"
"CHAO CHAO!!!" Cheddar screeched. He came and hugged White!
"You're a good kid," Sonic told White. "You put your life to risk to save everybody elses."
"But what happened? I thought I saw Cream....."
"You did /______/" Cream replied. "I came and helped you after you were being attacked!"
"Well thank you..... HEY WAIT!!!" Everybody stared at White. "Cream.... you said I could stay with the
family your with. Where are they?" Everybody now looked at Cream.
"White..... these are the Thorndykes! The people I stay with! They're ALL like family to me!"
"So.... this is where I can stay?" White asked.
"Well, it's alright with me!" Chris agreed. Sonic, Tails, Knuckles, Amy, Kristin, and even Rouge all said
yes. But....
"How can you just make a decision like that without me?" Chuck said.
"But grandpa..... he can stay, right?" Chris asked.
"Oh please, oh please," Cream begged. Everybody had eyes on Chuck.
"Well......... it's alright with me! Welcome to the Thorndykes!" Chuck agreed. White smiled happily with
Cheddar, and were proud they could stay.
"HOORAY!!" White screamed. He jumped up & down with Cheddar!
!!!THE END!!!
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